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Abstract. Modern aircraft have sensors to provide flight crews and automated flight-control 
systems with instantaneous readings regarding airspeed, angle of attack (AOA), air temperature, 
and other parameters.  In addition, aircraft have various antennae for communication, radar, and 
global positioning. The sensors are typically affixed to the leading portion of fuselage near the 
radome; antennae can be in various locations. The recent crashes of two Boeing 737-MAX 
aircraft (October 2018 in Indonesia, March 2019 in Ethiopia) reportedly involved malfunctions 
in the AOA sensor. News media reports regarding the Indonesian crash stated that the AOA 
“sensor had been wrecked, possibly by hitting a foreign object, according to four aviation experts 
and two U.S. officials who were briefed on the flight data”. Although the National Wildlife 
Strike Database (NWSD) for civil aviation in USA does not have specific data fields for strikes 
to sensors or antennae, these items can be entered free-text in the “Struck_Other_Specify (SOS)” 
field.  Using the SOS field and searching for keywords in the “Remarks” field, we found 685 
Pitot tubes (airspeed indicators), 235 antennae, 126 Total Air Temperature (TAT) probes, and 
122 Angle of Attack (AOA) sensors struck by birds, 1990-2018. It is likely that a far greater 
number of strikes to these components occurred because these components are not listed on the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reporting form for strikes (5200-7).  About 60% of 
reported bird strikes occur to the nose/radome, windshield, and frontal fuselage area of aircraft 
where these sensors/antennae typically are located.  Aircraft manufacturers need to examine 
these strike data to aid in the design, location, and redundancy of external sensors on aircraft in 
relation to foreign object (bird) strikes and in the ways automated flight control systems respond 
when damage to sensors occur. This presentation will examine characteristics of sensor strikes in 
the NWSD, especially in the context of increasing populations of large flocking birds. The 
presentation will also emphasize the importance of providing detailed information regarding bird 
strikes to sensors and antennae when filling out FAA Form 5200-7 to report a bird strike.

I am going to present this talk as a timeline 
of events that occurred over a 1 year period, 
from March 2018 to March 2019. I am 
going to present objective data from the 
National Wildlife Strike Database plus rely 
on reports that have been issued by 
reputable news sources related to the 
accidents that have occurred recently 
possibly involving sensors.  

Let’s start in 2018. I monitor bird strikes on 
a regular basis and this strike caught my 
attention (Slide 3). In Tampa Florida an 

Airbus 320 took off, hit birds, and the pilot 
spent 3 hours circling around over the Gulf 
of Mexico to burn off fuel and then made a 
landing back at his home airport of Tampa 
instead of risking a flight over the continent 
to San Francisco. This incident occurred 
because he was getting faulty airspeed 
readings and as a result wanted to avoid the 
flight. He landed safely at Tampa with a 
pitot tube that was clogged with feather 
remains from a pigeon. We keep a list of 
significant strike events that occur and I 
thought we should be focussing more on 
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damage to sensors than we had been. On 
that very same day Carla Dove and I 
received a request from an aeronautical 
engineer at Northrop Grumman wanting to 
know about pitot tubes (Slide 4). As you can 
read from his email here he wants to look 
how we might be able to predict, via 
simulation, the clogging of air sensors by 
snarge – the very same day we had this 
incident in Tampa. He says “I have 
conducted a preliminary literature survey 
without much success…any guidance would 
be greatly appreciated”.  

This was an “aha moment” for me. I realized 
that we have a lot of data about sensors that 
have been struck by birds and damaged in 
our national wildlife strike database, but 
those data never been analyzed and most 
people do not really know that it is there. 
Part of the reason for that is that the bird 
strike reporting form that we use in the US 
is based on the ICAO recommended bird 
strike reporting form in order to have 
uniform reporting from all over the world 
(Slide 5). In this form there are 13 parts of 
the aircraft that can be checked off as struck 
and or damaged. For parts struck other than 
those 13 there is a category on the form 
called “struck other” and then a field where 
you are supposed to enter in free text what 
part was struck. For example in Slide 5 it 
was the pitot tube. But the pilot or reporter 
could enter air speed sensor or any 
synonymous term, there is no menu for pitot 
tube or angle of attack sensor. Because of 
the Northrop Grumman request, I looked for 
and found that about 700 pitot tube strikes 
had been reported in the data base. Some of 
them were recorded only in the remarks 
column. When I got all those strikes together 
and sent them off to Northrop Grumman 
they were very happy with the information. 
They were able to use those data in their 
modelling to help design a better location 
for placement of these sensors on the aircraft 

and for actually designing them. From this 
point on we try to make sure we get these 
sensors entered into the database in a way 
that they can be tracked and looked at.  
About 7 months after this event the tragedy 
in Indonesia occurred where a Boeing 737 
Max crashed into the Java Sea shortly after 
take-off killing all people aboard (Slide 6). 
When I heard about it, I looked to see if was 
there any evidence that birds could have 
been involved because it happened shortly 
after take-off. And then on the 7th of 
November, 9 days after this event, the FAA 
issued an emergency airworthiness directive 
to owners of the Boeing 737 Max (Slide 7). 
The airworthiness directive was obviously 
related to the angle of attack vane on the 
front of the aircraft. The directive said “an 
erroneously high single angle of attack 
sensor input is received by the flight control 
system there is potential for repeated nose-
down trim commands of the horizontal 
stabilizer” and it could result in, very 
prophetic I might say, “possible impact with 
terrain”. This is related to the MCAS or 
Manoeuvring Characteristics Augmentation 
System that was tied in to the angle of attack 
sensor in the front of the plane controlling 
the attitude of the plane. Clearly it is good 
that we are starting to better track strikes to 
these sensor in our database.  

Then, 132 days later -- 4 months after the 
Lion Air crash and the emergency 
airworthiness directive -- we had a very 
similar event occur in Ethiopia where the 
plane crashed and all 157 people on board 
perished. Just as a side note, this was not the 
first Boeing 737 to crash in Ethiopia. In 
1988 a Boeing 737, obviously an earlier 
model, crashed after take off after hitting a 
flock of speckled pigeons resulting in a total 
hull loss and 35 fatalities. Then, 72 days 
after the Ethiopian crash, the Wall Street 
Journal issued this statement: “US Aviation 
authorities regard collision with one or more 
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birds as most likely reason for trouble with 
the sensor” (Slide 9). And “US Government 
and industry safety experts…have said 
information downloaded from “black box” 
flight-data recorders points strongly to a 
sensor that was sheared off or otherwise 
rendered inoperable shortly after take-off”. 
The relevant questions are  

1. are data available documenting bird 
damage to AOA vanes and other 
sensors that are critical to flight 
safety,  

2. should aircraft have redundant 
sensors or back-up plans in case such 
damage occurs, and  

3. can sensors be made more resistant 
to bird damage (Slide 10)? 

The answers for the first two questions are 
“yes”. Investigative reporters from the New 
York Times contacted Mike Begier and 
Phyllis Miller and me regarding an article 
they were writing. They had been looking at 
our database they wanted some guidance on 
sorting out strike events involving sensors 
which we provided them. They produced a 
front page article in the Sunday paper in 
which they state “bird strikes on angle-of-
attack sensors are relatively common” and 
they reference our database in which they 
said we found 122 strikes on angle-of-attack 
vanes (Slide 11). There are more than that 
number in the database, but they were being 
very conservative in what they looked at. 
They also noted that on the Boeing Max “a 
single angle-of-attack sensor was the lone 
guard against a misfire”. The Manoeuvring 
Characteristics Augmentation System took 
data from only one of the sensors at a time 
even though it has two sensors on it.  

If we look at the parts of aircraft struck by 
birds, we see that approximately 60% of the 
strike events that report where the aircraft 
was struck involve the frontal area of the 
plane: the windshield, the front of the 

fuselage, the radiomen of the aircraft (Slide 
12). Sensors located on the leading edge of 
the aircraft are very vulnerable to being 
struck by birds or any foreign object. Once 
again turning to the database, there are  

• 711 strikes involving pitot tubes in 
10 various kinds,  

• 247 strikes to antennae,  
• 148 to the angle of attack vane,  
• 143 to temperature sensors (total air 

temperature) and  
• 62 to ice sensors (Slide 13).  

These are minimum numbers because the 
database is not structured to specifically 
capture sensor strikes and damage. In an 
unknown number of cases there are strikes 
or damage to these sensors, but that is not 
recorded for the reasons noted above. 
Reports simply indicate that the bird struck 
the front of the plane or something similar. 
Some examples in the remarks field of the 
database just for Boeing 737s include:  

• broke angle-of-attack probe,  
• bird knocked off AOA probe,  
• bird hit right side of AOA vane, split 

in half,  
• struck AOA vane,  
• birdstrike broke left AOA vane 
• bird strike appeared to sheer off 

alpha vane,  
• declared emergency alpha vane 

sheered off,  
• alpha vane broken off (Slide 14). 

Slide 15 presents some more examples 
showing that these sensors can be damaged 
by birds.  

Damage to an AOA vane is more critical 
during certain phases of flight than others. 
About 89% of the strikes occur when the 
plane is either on take-off run, climb, 
enroute, or approach (Slide 16). It is 
generally larger species of birds that are 
causing damage and adverse effect events 
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involving AOA vanes, but a broad range of 
species (Slide 17). I'm going to give a talk 
on Thursday in which I will show that 
virtually all the bird species in North 
America weighing 2.5 pounds or more are 
increasing in population size. All of our 
small bird species: grassland birds, neo-
tropical migrants are in trouble and they are 
declining for various reasons. Increases in 
large bird species abundance poses a real 
challenge to flight safety and makes the 
need for systems that help pilots avoid birds 
even more important. The mean biomass of 
birds causing damage or adverse effect on 
flight for AOA vanes vs pitot tubes is almost 
statistically significantly different (Slide 18). 
AOA vanes are more likely to be damaged 
by a larger bird and less likely be damaged 
by a smaller bird than are pitot tubes. The 
reason for that is pretty simple: the damage 
or effect on flight to pitot tubes is often 
clogging which can be caused by a small 
bird. It doesn't have to be large to actually 
damage the tube, bend it, or break it off, just 
clogging it is sufficient to cause an effect on 
flight. Whereas there has to be a little more 
of an energy impact to affect the AOA vane. 
This may be an consideration when trying to 
develop AOA vanes that are more resistant 
to bird strikes. Knowledge is power and the 
database provides that knowledge. If the 
database is used to assist the design of 
systems, then it is meeting its purpose of 
increasing aviation safety.  
I would like to end this talk with a review 
and put it in the context of a trajectory of 
accident opportunity. James Reason 
published a paper in 1990 describing safety 
systems as layers of protection (Slide 19). 
You might think of them as slices of Swiss 
cheese: each layer provides protection, but 
each layer also has holes in it where bad 
things can happen. You hope you have 
enough layers in place where if something 
penetrates the hole of the first line of 

defense it is going to be stopped by one of 
the next layers of defenses and the accident 
will be averted. For example, modern 
aircraft mainly have just have two engines. 
When they hit a bird, the first line of defense 
is to avoid having the bird in the front of the 
plane. You divert that bird away from the 
airplane by lighting, or by the control 
program on the airport. If the bird hits the 
engine on the second layer and is under 4 
pounds, modern commercial aircraft are 
required to be able to withstand that impact 
and retain enough power to get back to the 
airport and make a safe landing. If the bird is 
over 4 pounds, you are going to have a hole 
in that second piece of Swiss cheese because 
the aircraft engine is not certified to take a 
bird over 4 pounds like a Canada Goose. 
Your third line of defense is that you have 
two engines and, with proper training of the 
pilot and proper response by the pilots the 
second engine is going to be able to bring 
that plane around and land safely averting 
the potential accident. The Miracle on the 
Hudson event had all those holes lined up. 
The plane didn't have lighting on it, or 
whatever would have allowed the geese to 
get out of the way of the plane, or detecting 
radar to allow the pilot time to divert from 
the flock of geese approaching. Birds went 
into the both engines and the birds weighed 
over 8 pounds. There actually were at least 
two birds ingested into one engine so all 
those holes lined up and the plane ended up 
in the Hudson River. I guess the beauty of 
this incident is that the final layer of defence 
was that we had a fantastic pilot who knew 
what to do and had the right situation at the 
time.  

This is a possible scenario for the accident 
that happened in Ethiopia (Slide 20). These 
accidents are still under investigation which 
is a very complicated system. I present one 
possible scenario. I have no inside 
information. All I have are the data from our 
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database and what I've read in major 
newspaper accounts. In the layer where the 
bird damages the AOA vane in the initial 
climb thereby going through the first hole, if 
you had a redundant AOA vein that 
continues to give accurate data to the flight 
control system, then perhaps the accident 
would have been averted and you would 
have had a normal flight. But, apparently, 
even though there are two AOA vanes on 
the aircraft, in this case there was only one 
AOA vane at a time providing data to the 
Manoeuvring Characteristics Augmentation 
System. There was no redundancy to add a 
layer of defence. The MCAS then gave 
incorrect flap and airspeed commands that 
caused the plane to pitch down as had been 
predicted in the air worthiness directive 9 
days after the first crash and, for whatever 
reason, the flight crew could not properly 
disengage the MCAS. The plane repeatedly 
pitched down and ended up crashing into 
terrain in Ethiopia killing all aboard. This is 
just a possible scenario for what happened. 
What caused the AOA vane to malfunction 
and send bad data - we don't know. Based 
on the flight box data recorder it appears that 
it happened very shortly after take-off -- 
within a few seconds as it did in the 
Indonesian event.  
In conclusion,  

• sensors are very critical components 
of modern aircraft particularly the 
technologically-advanced aircraft 
that we are putting into service these 
days because of the push for greater 
fuel efficiency and advances in 
modern technology.  

• These sensors are critical providers 
of flight data and we have 
unequivocal data demonstrating that 
these sensors are vulnerable to 
damage by birds.  

• These data provide characteristics of 
damage for sensors (as being used by 

Northrop Grumman in their 
modelling) such as the bird species, 
mass, phase of flight, and location of 
sensors on aircraft that could all be 
useful in risk mitigation regarding 
the design, placement and 
redundancy of sensors and 
procedures to handle erroneous data 
from damaged sensors (Slide 21).  

But the important thing is that birds need to 
be factored into the design and 
implementation of these sensors. As 
populations of large bird species increase, 
not just in the US but also in Europe and 
elsewhere, it is something that needs to have 
more attention.  
Finally, I have a request for those of you 
who are filling out bird strike reports and 
filing them. If sensors are affected, that 
needs to be included in that “struck other” 
column in the database and by entering in 
what sensor was struck/damaged so that 
these data can be used to improve aviation 
safety and ensure that we don't lose aircraft 
in the future. Thank you very much.
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